
across
  1. It's naturally produced by the workers
      in the hive
  5. Sunflower seed oil is used as a 
      moisturizer due to its rich, _________ 
      properties
  8. Symbol for germanium
  9. Word that goes with either
10. Between la and do
11. Without chemicals, how food and skin 
      products should be
14. Not mixed with any
      other substance
15. Not a worker
16. ___ and bee-hold!
17. Unlike a Mac
18. Made it different
20. Like 16 across
23. Only mammal naturally capable of
      sustained flight
24. Needed for 62 down
25. It will soothe and heal your face and
      body: Honeybee ____
26. Different entrance
28. Particular morning protein
31. The Langstroth __  __  vertically-
      hanging hive created by the Father of
      American Beekeeping
33. City in northern Nevada
35. Hive matriarch
38. Perform
40. (with 78 across) The _____  ___ is of
      great importance to agriculture, and the
      reason we can shop for so many foods
43. Bee pollen has substances that boost
      your skin ______
45. Taos, New Mexico's is 6,969 feet (abbr)
47. Certain mo.
48. Utterance of relaxation
50. Des Moines state (abbr)
51. Eye activity
53. Processed and recycled organic matter

      to be used as a soil conditioner
55. Acreage
56. Yd. increment
57. Mischievous child, for example
58. ______ to pupae to adult
59. Public place or path, in Spanish
62. ID info
63. Time portion (abbr)
64. Take off
65. Purpose again
67. Made by young bees to feed the 
      queen (2 wds)
71. Certain dir.
72. Precedes IOU
73. You can help the bees by plant-
      ing _____ forage, meaning it's
      free of pesticides
74. Used to calm the bees
77. Most crude and natural form of 
      honey
78. (see 40 across)
79. Sticky mixture used to seal the 
      hive
80. Skep, or ones packaged in a tin
down
  1. Our packaging is ___________, 
      which means it will break down
  2. Treatment for your largest organ 
      (2 wds)
  3. Time past
  4. The ______ Society has a 
      publication called Wings
  5. Particular properties
  6. Word that works with neither
  7. Environmentally conscious
10. Oldest, and most commonly
      used hive style (2 wds)
12. Fall asleep; ___ off
13. Certain hexagonal-shaped cells
14. Transfer from plant to plant
19. Expected
21. Associate of Arts, shortened

22. En preceders
27. Certain sustenance
29. Formerly Gentlemen's 
      Quarterly
30. Certain day of the wk.
32. Comes before 
      inflammatory and bacterial
34. The state bird is the purple
      finch (abbr)
36. What's that you say?
37. Electrical engineer, shortened
39. Earthen pot
41. Sweet stuff found in flowers
42. Prefix for friendly
44. Peace and cooperation; it can
      be perfect
46. Slight trace
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48. Collection of beehives
49. It's "where the heart is"
52. Bismarck state (abbr)
54. Short for spelling or Spanish
56. Buzz around
60. Get older, like cheese or wine
61. Taos Bee runs on _____ energy
62. That guy
66. We hand-_____ our labels
67. A dozen, in red
68. Inquire
69. Honey container, perhaps
70. Go on vacation
73. Recipe quantity
75. Myself
76. When you're due in (abbr)
78. Wings is put out __-annually
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